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SEGREGATION PROCEDURE GIVEN

The following are excerpts from Administrative Instruction No. 100 issued by the WRA which covers segregation procedure.

II. DESIGNATION OF CENTER FOR EVACUEES OF DOUBTFUL LOYALTY.

The Tule Lake Relocation Center in the State of California is designated as the center which is set apart for the residence of persons of Japanese ancestry residing in relocation centers who have indicated that their loyalties lie with Japan during the present hostilities. The center shall hereafter be known as the "Tule Lake Center".

After segregation is completed, persons in residence at the Tule Lake Center will not be eligible to receive seasonal or indefinite leave; nor shall present policies with respect to evacuation governed by the WRA be applicable to the Tule Lake Center. The entire area will be appropriately guarded.

All policies of the War Relocation Authority with respect to food, clothing, health, education, employment within certain assistance grants, consumer enterprises, and evacuee property and legal services, will continue to be applicable at the Tule Lake Center until further notice. An enumeration of the portions of administrative instructions applicable to relocation centers that are not to be applicable to the Tule Lake Center is now being prepared.

III. PERSONS TO BE PLACED IN TULE LAKE CENTER.

A.—All persons in the following categories shall remain in the Tule Lake Center and shall be transferred to that center, as the case may be:

1. All persons who have formally asked for repatriation or expatriation to Japan and have not retracted their requests prior to July 1, 1943.

2. All persons who, at the time of the registration for Army service and war industries purposes, answered question 28 of Form WRA-126 Rev. or DSS Form 304A in the negative, or failed or refused to answer it, and (a) who have not changed their answers prior to the date of this instruction, and (b) who are in the opinion of the project director loyal to Japan.

3. All persons to whom the Director has denied leave clearance. This category will include persons in the following classes after hearings have been held and if and when leave clearance has been denied: (a) Persons about whom there is an adverse report by a Federal intelligence agency; (b) persons who have answered question 28 negatively and who changed their answers prior to the date of this instruction, or who answered such question with a qualification; (c) persons who have requested repatriation or expatriation and retracted such request prior to July 1, 1943; (d) persons for whom the Japanese-American Joint Board established by the Provost Marshal General's office does not affirmatively recommend leave clearance; and (e) persons about whom there is other information indicating loyalty to Japan.

B.—Members of the immediate family of a person who falls within one of the three categories set forth in paragraph A above shall upon their individual request be permitted to remain with such person in the Tule Lake Center, or to accompany him to that center, as the case may be. If minor members of the immediate family who do not themselves fall within one of the categories set forth in paragraph A above object to residence at the Tule Lake Center every possible assistance shall be extended in helping to work out appropriate arrangements.

C.—Where one member of an immediate family residing in a center other than the Tule Lake Center falls within one of the three categories set forth in paragraph A above, but he or some other member of such family is so ill or infirm that removal will in the opinion of the project medical officer endanger life or seriously impair health, all members of the family shall be permitted to remain in the center of residence so long as such condition continues.

D.—Persons resident in the Tule Lake Center who do not fall within one of the categories set forth in paragraph A above, but who are so ill or infirm that their removal will in the opinion of the project medical officer endanger their lives or seriously impair their health shall be permitted to remain in the Tule Lake Center so long as such condition continues.

IV. PRIORITIES OF MOVEMENT TO TULE LAKE CENTER.

A.—In general, persons will be moved to the Tule Lake Center in the following order of priority:

1. Persons who have applied for repatriation or expatriation and have not retracted their requests prior to July 1, 1943, with the exception of those whose names are furnished by the Director as being persons who may soon embark for Japan. Persons falling within this exception shall be permitted to remain in the relocation center.
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center until further notice.

2. Bachelor Kibei falling within the second or third category set forth in paragraph III-A above. For the purposes of this paragraph "Bachelor Kibei" shall mean a male citizen evacuee, unmarried as of the date of this instruction, who has spent a total of three or more years in Japan since January 1, 1935.

3. All others.

The time to time may be modified from time to time as to particular relocation centers, and priorities will be established for other persons to be moved to the Tule Lake Center.

B. The first movement to the Tule Lake Center of persons falling within paragraph IV-A above shall be from the Granada, Minidoka, Jerome, Heart Mountain, and Central Utah relocation centers. After such persons have been moved from these centers, movement of persons from the Manzanar, Colorado River, and Gila River Relocation Centers shall be arranged. Priorities between the members of the Tule Lake Center who are on the Removal List. No person on the Removal List shall be permitted to request repatriation or expatriation, or to change his answer to question 28 from an affirmative to a negative or other answer raising real doubts as to his loyalties until the large movements under this instruction to and from the Tule Lake Center have been completed.

C. Each person falling within one of the three categories set forth in paragraph III-A above (whose name will appear, together with the names of the members of his immediate family, on the Resident List) shall be promptly notified in writing that he has been designated to remain in the center. If there are members of his immediate family who do not fall within one of these categories, he shall further be notified that fact separately, and that he shall be notified of the designated time and place, together with such members, for an interview.

Such interview shall determine whether any such family member wishes to leave the center (it being made clear to him that it may be difficult for him to leave the center unless he exercises the option now). If he wishes to leave, his name shall be added to the Removal List, the interviewer shall proceed with the interview, and such person shall be processed, as if his name had originally appeared on the Removal List.

D. As additional applications of Tule Lake residents for leave clearance are denied, the names of such persons shall, if on the Removal List, be transferred to the Resident List, and they shall be promptly notified that they are no longer eligible to leave the center.

As additional applications of Tule Lake residents for leave clearance are granted, the names of such persons shall, if on the Resident List, be transferred 
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to the Removal list, and such persons shall be processed as provided in paragraph B above.

VII. TRANSPORTATION OF PROPERTY OF TRANSFEREE
A. All evacuees transferring from one center to another under this instruction shall be notified to carry with them, as hand baggage and checkable baggage, sufficient clothing and necessary household and personal effects to maintain them for at least 60 days, in view of transportation and other administrative difficulties that will necessarily be involved in transporting their property separately.

B. All furniture and other property in the apartments of such evacuees or stored in warehouses at the center of departure shall be cased and transported to the center of destination upon request of the evacuee or specified to the project director upon Form ERA-156. Shipment to the new center at Government expense shall be in addition to transportation furnished under Administrative Instruction No. 78. The cost shall be borne by the center from which the evacuee is transferred.
農園レポーター集会

農園首都区の李ともと村長が、1943年8月5日の農園レポーター集会で、農園が首都区を占領したことを発表しました。李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことを農園全体で共に喜ばせるために、集会を開催しました。李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことについて、農園の成長と発展を支えている重要な段階であると強調しました。

また、李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことで、農園の地位がさらに高まり、農園の成長が加速されることが期待できると述べました。李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことについて、農園の全てのメンバーに感謝の意を表明しました。

李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことで、農園の地位がさらに高まり、農園の成長が加速されることが期待できると述べました。李村長は、農園が首都区を占領したことについて、農園の全てのメンバーに感謝の意を表明しました。